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Brain-Aid
Dr. Nikki Hoffman is conducting innovative studies at a new
ISU clinic to help patients heal from concussions. (Page 4)
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Long before she became
Illinois State’s 20th president,
Dr. Terri Goss Kinzy was a
prolific and prominent scholar
at one of the nation’s top
research institutions.
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Redbird media
New book by Dr. Charles Bell
explores cycle of fighting, punishment
in public schools
By Rachel Hatch
A new book by Dr. Charles Bell explores
the cycle of fighting and punishment in
public schools. Suspended: Punishment,
Violence, and the Failure of School Safety
(Johns Hopkins Press, 2021) looks to the
culture of punishment and victimization
created through decades of excessive
disciplinary policies in K-12 schools.

protect them on school grounds,” said Bell.

perceived school officials did not understand

“Students described how metal detectors

the students’ dilemma. In addition to fights

were often out of service and guards failed to

between students, Bell devotes an entire

deescalate fights, which convinced students

chapter in the book to educator-targeted

that they had no choice but to take matters

violence.

into their own hands.”

Though he has also conducted research

Students discovered fighting back or

in Illinois, Bell chose to focus the book on

defending themselves in physical altercations

the Detroit area, noting the connection be-

earned them respect, popularity, toughness,

tween poverty and environmental racism can

and offered some protection in the absence

be seen in cities across the U.S. “It’s important to have the narrative told by people who
have experienced what has happened, and is
still happening,” he said.
Bell links the overuse of school suspen-

“Children may be coming from homelessness, a lack of food or clean clothes. They

sions to a school-to-prison pipeline. “Sus-

may be dealing with trauma,” said Bell, who

pensions harm students in many different

conducted more than 150 interviews with

ways,” he said. “They impact the students’

students, parents, and educators for the

ability to learn, isolate them, and may trap

book. “Still, they come to school with high

them in situations they are working to

aspirations, only to realize the school doesn’t

escape.” He found parents of students under

have resources, books, pens. They feel their

repeated school suspensions, often issued for

voices are silenced, and school officials

minor offenses or due to a misinterpretation

criminalize them. It can trigger displaced

of their behavior, lost their jobs because they

aggression.”

were compelled to leave work. “There is an
overarching structural violence inside urban

An assistant professor of criminal justice
sciences, Bell has been studying school sus-

and suburban schools that denies Black

pensions in K-12 schools for years, from the

families access to resources and then issues

perception of Black students and their parents, and educators. “Punishment is meant

Dr. Charles Bell

sanctions,” said Bell.
During his interviews, Bell spoke with
young teens who were suspended illegally

to be a disciplinary tool that makes schools
safer, but aggressive use of suspensions does

of reliable safety measures. Bell noted the

for as much as 30–40 days. “We would never

the opposite,” said Bell, adding he finds the

respect they earned was short-lived, which

allow someone to appear in court without

system of punishment particularly harmful

necessitated continuously showing tough-

representation or be arrested without being

for Black students and their families.

ness or risking being attacked. “They’re

informed of their rights,” he said. “Yet for

receiving suspensions for defending them-

some reason, when a student is suspended, it

disproportionate numbers. According to

selves, but many of the students are trapped

can be a 13-year-old child with no advocate,

Bell, while Black students are 15 percent of

in a lose-lose situation,” said Bell. “If they

with no idea of their rights, facing teachers,

the population in K-12 schools, 38 percent

walk away and tell a school official, they will

principals, and administrators.” Bell hopes

have received at least one out-of-school

be viewed as weak, which invites further

the book adds to calls for an inclusive na-

suspension. “Many of the students told me

victimization. If they defend themselves,

tional dialogue on school punishment and

they were scared in public schools because

they receive a suspension, which can harm

safety reform. “Schools are a microcosm of

safety measures, guards, and officers did not

their grades, mental health, and parents’

our society and the criminal justice system,”

employment.” Throughout the interviews, he

said Bell.

Black students face suspension in
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Edible Insects: New book looks to history,
potential of insects as food
By Rachel Hatch
Dr. Gina Louise Hunter doesn’t see
“creepy-crawlies” when she looks at insects. She sees potential.
Hunter, an associate professor of
anthropology at Illinois State University, is
the author of the new book Edible Insects:
A Global History (Reaktion Books, 2021).
The work not only delves into the historical role of insects as human food, but their
contribution to sustainable future food
systems.
“An estimated 2 billion people worldwide regularly consume insects. They are
considered a culinary staple across many
cultures,” said Hunter. “Why we in the
West don’t generally eat insects is a bit

Dr. Gina Louise Hunter

of a mystery, but many ‘ento-prenuers’
see insect-based foods as an exciting new
market.”

Edible Insects highlights stories of
traditional methods of insect collection,
preparation, consumption, and preservation. It also explores the role of worldclass chefs in making insects palatable to
consumers in the West. The book includes
recipes for beetles, butterflies, grasshoppers, grubs, and more.
While insect foods may play a role in
alleviating global food shortages and mitigating the exploitation of natural resources, Hunter does not think that we all need
to bite into bugs. “If you are concerned
about the environment, eat plants.”
Hunter serves as the director of the
Office of Student Research at Illinois
State University. She is co-director of the
food studies minor and is affiliated with
the Latin American and Latino/a Studies
Program.

Book Talk: Growing into
Literacy through Read-Aloud
Conversations

New Directions in the Study of
Women in the Greco-Roman
World

Evidence-Based Education in
the Classroom: Examples from
Clinical Disciplines

As He Saw It: Contributions,
Memories, and Reflections of
John H. Lounsbury

Co-authored by Cassandra
Mattoon, faculty associate,
Metcalf School; Dr. Sandra
Osorio, associate professor,
School of Teaching and Learning; and Dr. Sherry Sanden,
former faculty member, School
of Teaching and Learning
(Teachers College Press, 2021)

Co-edited by Dr. Georgia
Tsouvala, associate professor,
Department of History (Oxford
University Press, 2021)

Co-edited by Dr. Jennifer
Friberg; Endowed Cross Chair
in the Scholarship of Teaching
and Learning; professor, Department of Communication
Sciences and Disorders (Slack
Books, 2021)

Co-edited by Dr. Steven
Mertens, professor, School of
Teaching and Learning (Information Age Publishing, 2021)

The Routledge Handbook of
Critical Resource Geography
Co-edited by Dr. Matthew
Himley; associate professor;
Department of Geography,
Geology, and the Environment
(Routledge, 2021)

Engaged Persuasion in
a Post-Truth World
Co-authored by Dr. Stephen
Hunt, professor and director,
School of Communication,
and Dr. Kevin Meyer, associate
professor, School of Communication (Cognella, 2022)

Distraction: Girls, School,
and Sexuality
Co-edited by Dr. Erin Mikulec,
professor, School of Teaching
and Learning, and Dr. Dawn
Beichner, professor, Department of Criminal Justice
Sciences (DIO Press, 2021)

Books, audio and video recordings, and mobile applications created by Illinois State University faculty, staff,
and students are eligible for inclusion in this section. Submit entries to kdberse@IllinoisState.edu.
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Grant and research news
National team awarded
$10 million USDA grant
Illinois State University’s Dr. Aslihan
D. Spaulding is part of a national team
awarded a $10 million USDA grant to promote alternative systems for agriculture.
Spaulding, a professor of agribusiness
and food industry management, will bring
her expertise to the project, which will
work to make Midwestern farm systems
more resilient through diversification.
Titled “#DiverseCornBelt: Resilient
Intensification through Diversity in Midwestern Agriculture,” the project will bring
together leaders in agricultural industry
and scholarship to collaborate with farmers in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa.

Prasun, Sedbrook named 2021
Researchers to Know
Illinois State University’s Drs. Marilyn
Prasun and John Sedbrook were named
2021 Researchers to Know by the Illinois
Science and Technology Coalition (ISTC).
The annual list highlights researchers at
Illinois universities who have made significant advances in their field.
Prasun, Endowed Professor in the
Mennonite College of Nursing, was named
in the Improving Health Outcomes
category. Her research focuses include
heart failure, atrial fibrillation, biomarkers, symptom management, quality of
life, medication adherence, and patient
education.
Sedbrook, professor of genetics in the
School of Biological Sciences, was named
in the Sustainability and Future Ag category. Sedbrook and his team, in collaboration with the startup company CoverCress Inc., have domesticated the weed

pennycress into the oilseed cash cover
crop CoverCress by employing CRISPR
gene-editing technologies in combination
with traditional breeding.

Dr. Jan-Ulrik Dahl awarded NIH
grant to study resistant bacteria
Illinois State University’s Dr. JanUlrik Dahl received a grant for more than
$440,000 from the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) to uncover the secrets of an
insidious bacteria.
The grant will fund the research in
Dahl’s lab to study a type of E. coli bacteria that is growing more resistant to the
body’s natural defense mechanisms.
“Once immune cells detect foreign
bacteria that don’t have any business to
be in our body, they produce a ‘bleach,’”
said Dahl, an assistant professor of
microbiology.
The “bleach” produced in the body is
known as hypochlorous acid (HOCl). “It’s
the active ingredient of household bleach.
It is produced as the most abundant and
most potent antimicrobial in our innate
immune defense.” (Dahl stressed that
household bleach will not act as a method
to kill off internal E. coli and should not be
consumed.)
Dahl’s lab discovered that uropathogenic E. coli—the main cause of urinary
tract infections—are significantly more
resistant to the internally produced bleach
than E. coli in the intestines. The threeyear grant will help fund the ongoing
studies, including two graduate students
and three undergraduate students. “We
want to study the molecular secrets of increased bleach resistance in more detail,”
said Dahl.

Illinois State joins national research
opportunities database
The Office of Student Research has
partnered with the national Student Opportunity Center (SOC), which provides
undergraduate students online access to
the nation’s largest database of research
opportunities, internships, and scholarships.
“The hope is that Illinois State faculty
members will also add their own opportunities to the database so that it becomes
a one-stop shop for our students seeking
research honors, volunteer, and internship
experiences on campus and off. Access
to the SOC means opening up available
research avenues across the country for
our students,” said office Director Dr. Gina
Hunter.
SOC partners with over 200 campuses in the United States. Illinois State’s
access is made available by the Provost’s
Academic Enhancement Funds. To access
the database, faculty and students must
register with their ilstu.edu address
using the login button on
studentopportunitycenter.com.

Two Redbird scholars receive NEH grants
The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) awarded grants to Department
History Professor Dr. Amy Wood and
Associate Professor Dr. Kathryn Jasper.
The grants were part of a $24.7 million
allocation allotted earlier this year for 208
projects across the country.
Wood received $60,000 toward her
book on criminal justice reform in the
U.S. at the turn of the 20th century. Jasper
received $30,000 for work on her book on
clerical reform and ecclesiastical property
in medieval Italy.
Spring 2022 — REDBIRD SCHOLAR
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When the shot left the boot of a player on the opposing team, Dr. Nikki Hoffman didn’t expect to be the next thing hit.
Hoffman was playing in an intramural soccer game on a night off from her job as a graduate assistant athletic trainer at
James Madison University. She assumed the shot would be closer to the goal. She logically positioned herself to look toward
that direction. But as she was doing that, the ball smacked the side of her head.
“I remember getting hit, and just be-

athletes. She was set on becoming an athletic

a completely different world,” Hoffman said.

coming disoriented and sort of walking in

trainer for a long time. But as the concus-

“I feel like I was meant to go through the

the other direction,” said Hoffman, now in

sions kept coming, so did the symptoms. Her

concussion experience.”

her fourth year as an assistant professor in

short-term memory slowed and sometimes

athletic training at Illinois State.

disappeared altogether. She experienced

from the University of Georgia and is now

higher anxiety from the day-to-day rigor of

a leading expert of concussion detection

athletic training.

and recovery mechanisms. In spring 2020,

That was 2005. It was the first in a string
of eight concussions that would change the
trajectory of her career. “Once you get more

During that time, however, she felt espe-

Hoffman went on to earn her Ph.D.

she used startup research funds to create

than one or two, it takes less force to cause

cially helpful to those athletes who had also

the first-ever concussion clinic at Illinois

them,” she said.

suffered concussions. As someone who had

State University. The clinic operates within

Call it fate. Call it coincidence. Call it

gone through the experience several times,

Student Health Services. Students who are

whatever you’d like. While that errant shot

she was able to give patients peace of mind

diagnosed with a concussion are referred to

missed its intended target, it indirectly paved

rather than just relaying statistics and data

the clinic for a comprehensive evaluation.

the way for cutting-edge, innovative concus-

at them. She began to realize that maybe

sion research.

teaching and research were the paths where

students that first spring before the pandem-

she could help the most.

ic temporarily halted the program. The clinic

Hoffman, an avid sports fan whose
office in McCormick Hall is decked out

“It’s one thing to tell our patients exactly

in Philadelphia Phillies memorabilia, had

what to expect and what they’re feeling, but

always envisioned working with and helping

until you actually go through it yourself, it’s

4
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Hoffman worked with 10 Illinois State

resumed operations again last fall.
She had worked at a concussion clinic
at Georgia and noted how beneficial it was to

be one-on-one with a patient for an extend-

time, or if they continue to exacerbate their

ed period of time.

symptoms, it’s going to prolong it,” Hoffman

individuals had a decrease in symptoms with

said. “Then that’s where we’re dealing with

one to two days of rest followed by a gradual

long-term effects of anxiety and depression.”

return to activity compared with a strict five

“I wanted to continue that here at Illinois State to take the burden off of the phy-

A randomized control trial showed that

sicians,” said Hoffman. “I can collect more

days of rest. Hoffman does not believe in a

information to learn more about patients’

strict cocoon model and said there’s growing

concussions to hopefully establish a manage-

evidence suggesting sleep and symptom-lim-

ment approach.”

ited physical activity—riding a stationary

A long-term approach makes it easier

bike, walking on a treadmill—are actually

to track recovery, which is the foundation of

optimal.

Hoffman’s research.

“The major thing is to stay under this

She is particularly interested in examin-

subthreshold symptom line so you don’t

ing how well a patient sleeps while recover-

want to exacerbate the symptoms, but you

ing from a concussion. In one study during

want to get them moving just to start facili-

her doctoral program, she had her research

tating things a little bit along where it used

subjects use a wrist device (similar to a Fit-

to be,” Hoffman said.

bit) that measures sleep based on movement.

Concussions are a part of many sports

She has continued that research at Illinois

because physical contact and hard objects

State.

are involved. Hoffman said starting tackle

What makes her sleep study so unique

football later in life or minimizing the use

to concussion research is that it measures

of head balls in youth soccer are steps that

data immediately after impact in addition to

can limit concussions and their impact on

long-term management. That way she covers

athletes.

the entire path of recovery.
“I want to know what’s going on with

Dr. Nikki Hoffman

sleep right after concussion,” Hoffman said.
“What is that night going to look like? What

While there’s still evidence to collect on
how to best prevent concussions, Hoffman
has dedicated her time researching what is

Even if 80 to 85 percent of concussion

the proper recovery for these injuries. She is

might the next night look like? I try to get

patients recover within a two-week window,

an ally for anyone dealing with a new reality,

those patients right within that acute period

it’s imperative to deal with the injury right

and she encourages patients to be just that—

of 24 to 72 hours.”

away for the patient’s short-term quality of

patient.

Early detection is very important for a

life. By diagnosing the concussion early and

“You can’t rush it,” Hoffman said. “Don’t

patient’s health, Hoffman said. Being able

rapidly measuring sleep, Hoffman can start

place an expectation when you should feel

to track data and develop a recovery plan

mapping out an appropriate recovery plan.

better. You just have to let it run its course,

shortens how long symptoms linger. Patients

In November 2020, Hoffman present-

do the right things, and then speak out when

who suffer from an undetected concussion,

ed “Association Between Post-concussion

things aren’t right so others around you can

or those who try to rush back from a concus-

Intraindividual Variability In Sleep And Step

help along the way.”

sion too soon, are more susceptible to long-

Counts: An Exploratory Study” for the Amer-

term effects. Those can include learning,

ican College of Sports Medicine Annual

memory, judgment, and emotional impair-

Meeting. She noted how concussed individu-

ments, according a study by the American

als took longer to fall asleep and had greater

Association for the Advancement of Science.

night-to-night variation in the first three

“Research has shown that if you con-

days following the concussion. Sleep, she

tinue to push through, you may risk getting

concluded, may decrease symptoms, but the

hit again within this vulnerable period of

time frame for optimal rest days is critical.

Read more about
Dr. Nikki Hoffman’s
research:
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Scholar
-INChief
Dr. Terri Goss Kinzy created a legacy in research
before becoming ISU’s 20th president
By Kevin Bersett

A

close observer can find signs of Dr. Terri Goss Kinzy’s “former” life as a researcher in her corner office on the top floor of Hovey Hall.
On a book shelf, sit the dozen theses she proudly chaired for graduate students at Rutgers University. On the wall, on the opposite side
of the room, hangs a sculpture of fungi (frequent subjects of her studies) from University Galleries’ Permanent Collection. And spitting out
of her printer one day last fall were her two most recently published research papers.
A short description of Kinzy’s scientific discipline or a simple summation of her research is not easy, due to her multidisciplinary approach
during her long research career and the complexity of the topics.
“I call myself a biochemist, molecular biologist, molecular geneticist,” she said.
Her official title is much shorter these days: president. And her evolution from teacher/researcher to full-time administrator is complete.
“I will not physically be doing any research here. This job requires all of my attention,” Kinzy said. “My job is to make everyone’s research and
creative scholarship here flourish, and so I’ll be looking for opportunities to help with that.”
Kinzy is an internationally renowned scholar. She built her reputation as a leading expert on how proteins are produced in organisms such
as fungi and mammals. Over the years, Kinzy’s research has been applied to anti-fungal drug discovery and the examination of how bacterial
toxins affect cells.

6
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Kinzy has published more than 70 articles in top science journals and garnered more than $9 million in federal and international funding from
grant-awarding organizations such as the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health (NIH). She’s even met with the latter agency’s most well-known scientist, Dr. Anthony Fauci (“He is as smart as he seems.”), through her deep involvement with the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.
Kinzy began her career in the 1980s as a chemist for Standard Oil, where she researched biofuel development and bioremediation of copper mine
waste. She then completed a doctorate in biochemistry at Ohio’s Case Western Reserve University and was a postdoctoral fellow in molecular genetics at
Carnegie Mellon University in Pennsylvania.
Kinzy spent 23 years at Rutgers University in New Jersey, rising the professorial and administrative ranks until she eventually was a leader for research
administration at an institution whose federal grant expenditures place it among the top 20 universities in the country. She arrived at Illinois State last July,
fresh off three and a half years leading research at Western Michigan University, where she also served as a professor in biological sciences.
Kinzy was chosen in 2017 as a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and in 2019 for Crain’s Detroit Business’ Notable
Women in STEM. The awards, however, she most prizes are those that recognized her mentorship of colleagues and students, like the the R. Walter
Schlesinger Basic Science Mentoring Award.
“The important thing about that award is you could only be nominated by assistant professors,” Kinzy said. “To be nominated by people that you
mentored means the world. I’m a big fan of mentoring. I’ve benefited from it and I try to give back with it.”
The following interview took place last September. Kinzy talked about her research background and research-related topics at Illinois State.

What drew you back to academia following
your time in the private sector?

So I know what undergrads are
capable of and I know how having them
as part of a research program or creative
scholarship program brings that energy,
that enthusiasm. Nothing helps you learn
something more than having to explain it
to someone else. So I’m a big proponent
of hands-on experiences.

While I was at Standard Oil, which became BP America, I came to realize that
I didn’t have enough knowledge to get to
where I wanted to get, and they actually
sent me to a graduate school part time.
Then I took a leave of absence, which
they supported, to get my Ph.D. I realized
I wanted to go through the postdoctoral
fellowship process and then decide what I
wanted to do for my career.

What research questions have interested you
over the years?

When did you have your first research
lab, and what was that like?
I started my own lab when I joined
(Rutgers’) Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School. It was a very small, very old lab,
but I got whatever was left in it to start
my lab, which was great. One of the best
things that happened was an undergraduate, who worked in the same lab that I
worked in at Carnegie Mellon, wanted to
move to New Jersey. So I got to hire someone to help start my lab. Together we set
up the lab. It was really amazing: I wasn’t
alone, and we were starting my indepen-

dent genetics research.

Were you researching mostly with graduate
students to begin with, or was there a mix
with undergraduates?
I had more than 50 undergraduates go
through my lab when I was at Rutgers, one
of whom transferred to Rutgers from community college. She ended up publishing
as first author a paper in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences. That’s
huge.

How things work has always fascinated
me, and maybe it’s why I’m in this job and
why people notice that I pay attention
to details. I like to dissect data because
I want to understand how things work.
What happens when you move them, you
change them, and how does it affect the
system?
I actually think a university works like
a large organism. And you can think of all
the different parts as different proteins
each doing their part, and they impact
each other, and sometimes it’s positively
and sometimes they’re competing. But that
whole idea of how things work together is
really fascinating to me.
Spring 2022 — REDBIRD SCHOLAR
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virus, it’s part of what makes the virus
work. It’s also what makes your body make
proteins in response to shut it down. The
antibodies that your body makes are proteins, and they’re stopping the viral proteins
from doing their job. So it’s a fascinating set
of interactions that happen.
We studied how the messenger RNA
makes protein. My colleagues in the field, all
of us, have been understanding how mRNAs
get translated into proteins. Thousands of
basic scientists gave all that fundamental information that allowed people to adapt that
process for the COVID vaccines.

What have been your favorite discoveries
as a researcher?

Dr. Terri Goss Kinzy with Anthony Esposito, Ph.D., during his graduate work at Rutgers. Dr. Esposito is now an
assistant professor at New Jersey City University. (Photo courtesy of Steve Hockstein and Rutgers University)

Have you mostly been working in basic
science during your academic career?
Basic science is fundamentally critical
for applied science. So while I may have
worked with a colleague to discover the
structure of a protein, which is very basic
science, the structure of that protein
allows us to then look for drugs to target.
You can’t have one without the other. I’d
say our work was basic science but looking
at how it could be applied to important
questions.

Why did your research involve the
fungus yeast?
A part of it really was by chance. I wanted
to work for (biologist) John Woolford at
Carnegie Mellon University for my postdoctoral fellowship, and yeast happened to
be the system he was in. He was interested
in the fact that I was a biochemist, and
I was interested in the fact that I hadn’t
really learned genetics because all my

8
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training had been very much in test tubes.
And so yeast was a great system. You can
genetically modify the yeast to do the work
you want to do, but you can also grow it
up, make the proteins, and analyze them in
the test tube. I saw that as a way to bring
together two disciplines, which is pretty
much what I did for the rest of my career.

Why are proteins so important to your
research? They’re a big aspect of the mRNA
vaccines created to fight COVID-19.
The thing about the messenger RNA is
it tells the cell what protein to make. The
protein is the final product. It’s what’s
doing the actions in the cell. Your body
is predominantly made up of protein.
Proteins have to be made at the right time,
so whether it’s as an organism develops,
or they need to be made in response to
things. Proteins are just doing the things
that make every living thing function.
So the spike protein from the COVID-19

It’s like asking who’s your favorite child.
I think what is the highest impact and
most rewarding work is the work that’s
done collaboratively. And so myself and
three colleagues had a grant from the
Human Frontier Science Program. It was
an international grant to bring together a
(40-plus member) team specifically to look
at big problems in an interdisciplinary
way. Between that grant and some other
work I did with one of those groups—two
of them are in Denmark—we solved the
structures of the proteins that are involved
in how proteins are made.
And why I’m most proud of that is I
know it’s impacted so many other people’s
work. When you see what your protein looks
like, it’s sort of like you’re having a baby, but
until it’s born, you don’t know exactly what
it looks like. You’re studying these proteins
in a test tube, but to actually to be able to
see the structure—and we did it for multiple structures—it’s pretty amazing. Between
some NIH funding and that (Human Frontier
Science) funding, it probably went on for
almost 10 years, but at the end, you had this
whole picture, which I think was really a
major contribution.

How has that work influenced other
scientists?
Anyone interested in the process can go to
the protein database at Rutgers University.
They can pull up the structure, and they
can do their work on it, and they can say,
‘I’m actually interested in this protein in
this one particular amino acid.’ They can
see it, and they can move it around.
And all of our work was in the bread
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. But if you
worked in a human system, you could say,
‘Oh, I can align these proteins. I can figure
out in humans that would be this amino
acid, and then maybe it’ll help me think
about that, even though I don’t study yeast.’
That is because the proteins are so highly
conserved from yeast to mammals. With
yeast you can do it a lot faster, and it’s a lot
cheaper. You can do a lot more genetics.
Things that you can’t do in a human.

Moving beyond your own research, what do
you think are some areas of strength in terms
of research at Illinois State?
I’m intrigued by what we can do in the
area of agriculture. I was talking to the
president of the Association of Public
and Land-grant Universities, and he knew
about our agriculture programs. Now
here’s the man who is over this organization of many national leaders, and he recognized that strength here. Obviously, our
proud history as a normal college is also
a strength in programs in our College of
Education. The applied work that they’re
doing is really important. So I think those
are two really good examples.

What do you think about the new Office
of Student Research, and do see any
other opportunities where we could do
further research among our undergraduate
population?
I think having that office is terrific. The
hardest part about undergraduate research
and creative scholarship is getting the

Dr. Terri Goss Kinzy with her Rutgers’ mentor, Dr. Stuart Peltz, now CEO at PTC Therapeutics, and Dr. Paul
Copeland, who is now a professor at Rutgers and who had nominated her for her mentoring award. (Photo
courtesy of Steve Hockstein and Rutgers University)

match to the right faculty mentor. And
that’s true everywhere. I hope that we
seriously consider people outside of the
University as well, because we have about
18,000 undergraduates. We don’t have
18,000 faculty. So if you do the math, we
need other people to help us. So I want
us to think about both on campus and off
campus experiences because I think it’s
great for our students and it’s great for our
community. All of those hands-on experiences are really important.

Based on what you’ve seen from your travels
and work at other universities around the
country, is there any project or program you
would like to bring here?
For us the major thought moving forward
is once we get approval from the Illinois
Board of Higher Education for the College
of Engineering, how does that come in
and facilitate what new directions we want
to go? And so for that, we’ll be looking

at other universities that have recently
created colleges of engineering. We’ll be
looking at some of the historically strong
programs, like the University of Illinois. So
that’s where we can learn from other universities. I also look forward to bringing
some of my past experience in developing
corporate engagement portals to ISU; we
are always happy to find new partners.

Is there anything else you would like to add?
Yes, you cannot separate research from
graduate students. They are important to
our research mission. And I also hope that
as we focus on external funding that a lot
of that funding will go to our graduate
students. It’s a really important thing for
people to know that one of my personal goals is as we bring in those research
dollars we make sure that we’re including
graduate students as a part of it.
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By Kate Arthur

Anyone who was trying to get an appointment for a coronavirus (COVID-19)
vaccine in March 2021 will remember what
it was like—setting alarms for midnight as
pharmacy slots opened, hanging around
pharmacies near closing time hoping for
an unclaimed dose, and depending on the
kindness of strangers to make appointments online.
It was a perfect storm of supply and de-

“From an economics perspective, this

and more health care workers. In January

pandemic was a shock to the economy

2021, his earliest data, the top three states for

because it was unprecedented,” Goel said.

vaccine administration per 100,000 pop-

“This was not the first pandemic, but in

ulation were West Virginia, South Dakota

recent memory it was. The relevant data on

and North Dakota. (See graphic on Page 11.)

its economic impact was not there.”

He published those findings in the journal

By the time the vaccine rolled out of

Netnomics in 2021 with co-author Dr. Michael

warehouses on semitrailers with police es-

Nelson, professor emeritus of the University

corts, Goel was ready for what would happen

of Akron.

next. In his paper “Drivers of COVID-19

Some results of this research were not

mand as the pandemic raged and continued

Vaccinations: Vaccine Delivery and Delivery

surprising: Nursing home residents and

to claim thousands of lives. At the beginning

Efficiency in the United States,” he exam-

health care workers were prioritized for

of the pandemic, Dr. Rajeev Goel professor

ined data from all 50 states. Vaccine delivery

vaccinations, and higher death rates in a

of economics at Illinois State, made some

was more efficient in states with higher

state boosted urgency to vaccinate. But other

projections on what would happen when a

rural populations, more nursing homes per

findings were somewhat unexpected. States

vaccine arrived.

capita, higher COVID-19 deaths per capita,

with a centralized public health agency were

“This was not the first pandemic, but in recent memory it was.
The relevant data on its economic impact was not there.”
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not as efficient at distributing vaccines be-

Vaccines administered January 12, 2021

6,000

cause of delays as information and supplies
flowed through channels. And states with
a large elderly population were no more
lations. Also, political climate, as measured
in the study, was found not to be a factor in
vaccine delivery. Forty-six percent of states
led by Democratic governors were no more
efficient at delivering vaccines than states led
by Republican governors.
“I would have expected urban populations to be more efficient, and those with
more elderly populations and states with
Democrats as governors to make a difference,” Goel said.

5,000
Vaccines administered per 100K population

efficient than those with high urban popu-

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

It’s possible states with more rural residents were better at delivering vaccinations

guys are meeting twice a week maybe. And
perhaps because of the small numbers, the
supply and availability of the vaccine is
better. Even though I may have to travel 20
miles, I am more sure that once I get there
(to a vaccination location), the vaccine will
be there. In the urban areas, there is maybe congestion, or at least the perception of
congestion.”
When Goel looked at gubernatorial
party affiliation, he recognized there might
be mitigating factors, such as whether the
governor’s party held the majority in the
state legislature, whether they were facing
term limits, and how close the next election
was expected to be.
From the time COVID-19 arrived in the
U.S. in early 2020 until vaccines were widely
available in summer 2021, Goel published
six articles in international journals on how
the disease impacted economic activity.
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Mississippi

Arizona

Nevada

Idaho
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Mean
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Montana

Oklahoma

Maine

Vermont

Alaska

North Carolina

“If I am in a city, I am kind of isolated
from my friends,” Goel said. “These rural

Connectcut

centers, and word spreads quickly.

North Dakota

the same church, schools, and community

0
South Dakota

those areas, he said. Residents may attend

West Virginia

because of a greater sense of community in

Vaccines administered: top 10 and bottom 10 U.S. states.
He has published more than 50 papers on

reason and is identifying bottlenecks of the

corruption, and leaned on that experience

mass vaccination efforts.

as he looked at the risk of corruption during

“Because of the gravity of the pandemic,

a pandemic. Recognized internationally for

and the euphoria over the vaccines’ arriv-

his work on how corruption affects our lives,

al, some of the challenges of the vaccine

Goel has researched the economics of cor-

delivery are mostly ignored or are not

ruption for more than three decades.

recognized,” he wrote in a paper published

The potential for corruption existed

in the Journal of Policy Modeling in 2021,

throughout the vaccine process, from manu-

co-authored by Nelson and Goel’s son, Viraat

facturing through approval, distribution, and

Goel, a 2015 University High School graduate

administration, even whether boosters were

and Massachusetts Institute of Technology

recommended.

graduate student.

“We don’t know whether and to what

“We argue that the somewhat unique

extent corruption happened, but the poten-

tension between the speed of vaccine deliv-

tial is there,” he said.

ery and its scale can create opportunities for

Investigating and understanding the po-

corrupt behavior,” he said. “The potential

tential for corruption can aid U.S. policymak-

for out-of-turn delivery of vaccines and the

ers and other nations in future pandemics,

stockpiling by unauthorized agents creates

Goel said. He’s looking into why some states

incentives for corruption, with the public or

lagged in vaccination rates for no apparent

bureaucrats initiating corrupt transactions.”
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“We don’t know whether and to what extent corruption
happened, but the potential is there.”
Internet access and the digital divide

in Metroeconomica in 2021, with co-author

impact on vaccination rates, Goel found.

Dr. Shoji Haruna, of Okayama University in

Yet among those who did internet searches

Japan.

for more information on vaccine access and

cine delivery and administration beyond the

ed in an article published in the Journal of

U.S. borders, looking at Italy and develop-

Economics and Finance in 2021.

ing countries, and paying close attention to

“I would have expected internet access

University professor of economics who has written two books: the
co-authored Global Efforts to Combat
Smoking (2008) and Economic Models of Technological Change (1999).
He has also published more than 200
scholarly journal articles. Goel has
held visiting research positions around
the globe and serves on the editorial
boards of about a half dozen academic journals.
In 2021 he earned the Janice
Witherspoon Neuleib Award for Outstanding Scholarly Achievement of
the Year by a Tenured Faculty Member
from Illinois State University’s College
of Arts and Sciences. He was named
Distinguished College Lecturer in
2019 and Outstanding University
Researcher in 2011.
The professor has also been
recognized internationally, earning
the Bergson Prize for the best paper
published in the journal Comparative
Economic Studies, and since 2018,
he has been affiliated as a researcher
with the Kiel Institute for the World
Economy in Germany.
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Goel is expanding his research on vac-

reliability, vaccination rates rose, he report-

to make a significant difference,” he said.
Dr. Rajeev Goel is an Illinois State

dating Coronavirus masks,” was published

across states did not have a significant

Goel’s daughter, Dr. Srishti Goel ’16, a

which vaccines are being promoted.
“One interesting scenario is countries
seem to be pushing their own vaccine,” he

medical resident with the Southern Illi-

said. “Not all countries have their own vac-

nois University School of Medicine, also

cine. Whether a person in a poorer country

co-authored a paper with her father on the

gets a vaccine from this country or that

pandemic’s impact on the supply chain,

country doesn’t matter, so long as they’re

forecasting some of the disruption that hap-

vaccinated. But we don’t know qualitatively

pened throughout 2021. The pair reviewed

how different those vaccines are.”

pre-COVID data, from 2007–2018, and

Vaccine passports is another topic he

studied how the supply chain performance

and James Jones, director of Illinois State’s

effects economic growth and compared that

Katie School of Insurance and Risk Manage-

period to how the pandemic challenged the

ment, are investigating. They are looking at

supply chain in 130 countries. The research-

privacy concerns and how individuals who

ers, along with Dr. James Saunoris ’05, M.S.

are unvaccinated because of health concerns

’07, an Illinois State alum and an associate

or beliefs will be at a disadvantage if gov-

professor at Eastern Michigan University,

ernments mandate proof of vaccination to

published “Supply Chain Performance and

travel or participate in certain activities. The

Economic Growth: The impact of COVID-19

researchers are also studying the potential

Disruptions” in the Journal of Policy Modeling

for corruption in the production of fake

in 2021.

passports and the use of bribery to lower or

In another study, Rajeev Goel researched the demand for surgical masks,

escape penalties for noncompliance.
Before the arrival of COVID-19, Goel

showing how prices changed when they were

never considered researching the possibility

mandated for front-line workers and others,

of what could go wrong during a pandemic.

when they were recommended but not

“This is new, and it is exciting in that

required, and when they were mandated for

sense,” he said. “It opens a new research

the general public. When masks were uni-

frontier.”

versally mandated, the cost rose, and when

And that frontier is one Goel has every

masks were only recommended, supply

intention of exploring as he said corruption

increased. The theoretical paper, “Unmasking

continues to be an issue worldwide, with or

the Demand for Masks: Analytics of Man-

without a pandemic.

Dr. Justin Vickers at
work in the Rosamund
Strode Reading Room
of the Britten Pears
Arts Archive.

Reflections in an archive
The (im)possibilities of it all

F

or much of the duration of my residency last year as a U.S. Fulbright
Scholar to the United Kingdom, I
was ensconced in Aldeburgh, a town two
hours northeast of London on the Suffolk
coast. The medieval fishing village is the
home of the Britten Pears Arts Archive
(BPAA), the largest archive dedicated to a
single composer in the world. The archive
takes its name from the lifelong romantic
and career partnership of composer Benjamin Britten (1913–1976) and tenor Peter
Pears (1910–1986), emerging from its first
incarnation as the Britten–Pears Library

By Dr. Justin Vickers

and situated on the grounds of their home,
The Red House. A couple for nearly four
decades, their collaborations were at the
center of midcentury English music and
culture. Just as significantly, Britten and
Pears founded the Aldeburgh Festival
of Music and the Arts in 1948, and it is
writing the history of this Festival—during
their lifetimes—that has formed my primary Fulbright project.
My book, The Aldeburgh Festival of Music and the Arts: A History of the Britten and
Pears Era, 1948–1986 (The Boydell Press),
illuminates the richness and importance

of this endeavor. The Aldeburgh Festival
played a paramount role in England’s musico-cultural reconstruction and renewal
in the wake of World War II.
Writing such a history, however—
perhaps more so when the research is
heavily archive-based—still relies on the
fundamentals of narrative craft, engaging
with the reader in a meaningful, interesting way. Teasing out the story from a pile
of documents is the task. But getting lost
in an archive’s holdings is every bit as
great a risk. While an extended period at
an archive—six months in my case—holds
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The Executive Committee Minutes Book has proved an invaluable resource duirng Dr. Justin Vickers’ research.

untold opportunities for investigation
that shorter residencies may not permit,
it requires significantly more discipline
than one might anticipate. The freedom to
explore materials and continue ruminating
on them over the course of many days or
weeks, returning to examine any number of prospects and chase down further

leads, would be virtually impossible under
other circumstances. My colleague Dr.
Lucy Walker references Jacques Derrida’s
Archive Fever and discusses the tempting
perils of the “everythingness” available in
an archive and “the particular ‘fever’ of the
researcher-historian when confronting a
plentitude of resource” (Stroeher-Vick-

ers, 2017). Quite. The (im)possibilities are
infinite.
Nevertheless, sitting in the BPAA,
it was not uncommon to have a heaving
handcart beside me, surrounded by an
array of extant internal primary source
documents from the Aldeburgh Festival archives. An invaluable source is the
Executive Committee Minutes Book (ECBM),
a hardbound ledger volume into which
are glued the handwritten minutes of
the organizational meetings from 1947
through 1955. The ECBM provides the
only firsthand account of this period
and represents the closest thing scholars
will ever have to a live recording of the
goings-on in those meetings. My process
of daily cross-referencing could easily
include pivoting from the various stages of
Britten’s compositions; related correspondence aligned with diary appointments for
Britten and Pears; Festival correspondence
associated with external agencies, especially governmental funding from the Arts
Council of Great Britain; and coordination
with the BBC for recordings and relay
broadcasts from Festival concerts.
Frequently, having pored over files in
other institutional archives, items at the
BPAA offered the missing piece in an otherwise one-sided accounting. It all seems
vital to read and incorporate into my
writing. But with a 250,000-word contract,
folding in all of those fascinating details
does not necessarily translate into the
same interest for a reader. This realization
has to remain a guiding impulse: to clear
the cloud of minutiae enabling a legiti

Each new path of investigation presents countless possibilities.
It requires a love of forensic detail combined with endless “What if ... ? questions.”
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mate ability to see the central themes.
Each new path of investigation presents countless possibilities. It requires a
love of forensic detail combined with endless “What if … ?” questions. The study of
considerable unpublished correspondence
inevitably contained previously unknown
intricacies forming a fuller representation
of events. Notably, the founders determined that every event for each Festival
would be accounted for in a souvenir edition of the Aldeburgh Festival Programme
Book (AFPB), including essays about local
concerns and history, notes on the performances, texts for major works, and so on.
These programme books offer a
wealth of information for the researcher,
but are increasingly difficult to come by.
There are myriad reasons why the early
AFPBs are not entirely reliable, particularly last-minute artist cancellations
and repertoire substitutions; demanding
print deadlines infrequently necessitated
separate “throwaway” programmes. One
complete set of Festival programmes exists
in the BPAA, containing considerable annotations and salient details not otherwise
accounted for in print. My own complete set contains marginalia that further
augments the BPAA annotations, and still
more AFPBs contain new information and
ephemera.
How, then, do we achieve the closest
approximation of accuracy? I appended
an earlier Britten publication with an
extremely long table collating the first decade of Festival performances. I set about
to follow that model, correcting inaccuracies, and adding new details along the way.
In 2019, with the assistance of Benjamin
Sanetra, undergraduate music major at
Illinois State, we continued the process
of data input from 1958 through 1986. The
result, after years of continued revision, is

Dr. Justin Vickers is professor of
music and artist teacher of voice
in the School of Music. He has
edited Benjamin Britten in Context
(Cambridge University Press, 2022)
and Benjamin Britten Studies:
Essays on An Inexplicit Art (The
Boydell Press, 2017). Vickers has
been named a Visiting Fellow at
New College, University of Oxford
for Trinity Term in 2023.

The Aldeburgh Festival Database of Performances and Events: 1948–1986. Britten Pears
Arts Archive has optioned my work to be
hosted as a searchable database for scholars and researchers to study freely around
the world. The database will be launched
in 2022 and answers the need for equitable
access to these data.
While any archive is teeming with
possibilities, its collections are inanimate.
We breathe life into them. That very energy that seems to beckon the researcher inward must also usher us out of the archive.
And it seems impossible to leave the security of the archive, the embrace of being
surrounded by its everythingness, believ-

ing that each answer is there. Who would
want to leave? But in truth, we aren’t
meant to live in an archive: We’re meant to
access it, be inspired by some spark mingled with our own curiosity while engaging with its contents, and we’re meant to
leave. We’re meant to accept that the vast
majority of our research will stay in a file,
merely informing that which is produced.
We’re meant to go face the more daunting
challenge of distilling our research into a
worthy vessel of our making. Discerning
the impossibilities of it all is our journey
along the way.
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ISU research team is using machine learning to
help OSF HealthCare raise child vaccination rates
By Kevin Bersett

A complex project involving machine
learning and cooperation between a few of
Central Illinois’ largest institutions began
with a simple question: How can OSF
HealthCare get more children vaccinated?
Staff at the health care provider,
which operates facilities across Illinois and
Michigan, were worried that more kids
every year, especially those in underserved
communities, were not being immunized
against otherwise preventable diseases
such as polio, whooping cough, and measles. For some illnesses, child vaccination
rates were falling below 50 percent, said
Elise Albers, manager at OSF’s Children’s
Hospital of Illinois in Peoria.
“We just noticed that within our
health care system, vaccination rates are
low, and it can’t just be a problem with us,”
Albers said. “That’s just really not acceptable and something that we all wanted to
work together to improve.”
The situation became more dire
during the height of the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. Child vaccination
rates plummeted as doctor visits fell,
according to Dr. Mary Stapel, medical
director of OSF HealthCare Community
Care and Hospital Outpatient Departments. “There are levels of herd immunity
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that we think we need to be at for each
different vaccine-preventable illness. Generally, they’re well over 75% to have herd
immunity. So if you don’t have that, then
you do risk the possibility of preventable
outbreaks.”
This situation led OSF Healthcare’s
Jump Design Lab, led by Scott Barrows, to
begin exploring possible solutions to the
problem by meeting with Illinois Innovation Network Hubs in Central Illinois.
The state-backed groups had just been
launched at universities and community
colleges across the state to boost Illinois’
economy through entrepreneurship and
research.
Through meetings with Illinois State’s
Innovation Hub, Barrows connected with
Dr. Shaoen Wu, the State Farm Endowed
Chair Professor of Cybersecurity in Illinois State’s School of Information Technology. Barrows’ group and Wu have since
partnered with the University of Illinois
College of Medicine at Peoria, where Barrows and Stapel are faculty, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
to develop a project in which machine
learning would be deployed to accurately
identify populations and locations where
child vaccination rates are low and then

direct staff on where, when, and for which
vaccines to hold mobile clinics.
Wu and undergraduate researcher
Evan Hazzard have been creating multiple
artificial intelligence tools as part of the
project. There will be a heat map to identify geographic hotspots where vaccinations
are low, and a user interface that will allow
OSF to automatically schedule vaccination
clinics and monitor its own vaccination
supply.
“Our project is going to visualize
and examine the available inventory of
vaccinations and the needs in different
areas to provide insights for the mobile
units,” Wu said.
Hazzard joined the project last summer through an undergraduate research
grant from Illinois State’s Office of Student Research. The junior computer science major has been working to create a
machine learning tool that would leverage
loads of demographic information collected by OSF staff and other organizations
on under-immunized pediatric patients to
identify where vaccination clinics should
be held.
“Basically we’re going to feed this
statistical model a bunch of demographic
information on the people in a certain
neighborhood and what vaccines they already have and give all that information in
one big spreadsheet to this statistical model, and it’ll predict for us, ‘OK, you should
go to this neighborhood and you should
take this path,’” Hazzard said. “And we’re
still in the early stages of planning that
out, so we don’t know exactly what that
model will look like or what information
it will predict but that’s the general idea:
Give it data, and it’ll give you a summary
of your best course of action.”
OSF staff will be able to see changes
in vaccination rates in real time, and then
use past data to help direct where future

Dr. Shaoen Wu and student researcher Evan Hazzard

“Our project is going to visualize and examine the available inventory of vaccinations
and the needs in different areas to provide insights for the mobile units.”
vaccination supplies and clinics will be
needed.
“We’ll use that heat map to help us
identify which communities, which families are in greatest need, and then schedule vaccination clinics in locations that are
convenient for them and in locations that
are comfortable for them as well,” Albers
said. “I think that we’ll use this information to work with community partners to
show them the need and see how they
want to be involved in the solution as
well.”
OSF is leveraging the project to qualify as a vaccine supplier and distributor
through the Vaccines For Children (VFC)
program, a federally funded, state-administered program that provides free vac-

cines to eligible children. Currently, OSF
must partner with local VFC programs,
such as public health departments, when
conducting mobile clinics.
“Part of the VFC program is you order
vaccines based on what you need or anticipate using,” Albers said. “So that is why
predictive modeling is so important to us
in this project because it will help us identify which vaccines to have on hand.”
The project is expected to be fully
online this summer and will be targeted to
high-risk areas in Central Illinois with the
goal of expanding the program statewide.
Stapel said national trends are mirrored
locally in terms of vaccination rates. Rural
and urban areas tend to have lower rates
than suburban areas, and children in fam-

ilies living under the poverty level are less
likely to be vaccinated than their wealthier
peers.
The project has received funding from
OSF’s Jump Applied Research for Community Health through Engineering and
Simulation, the Illinois Innovation Network, and the U.S. Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA). Through
the HRSA award, the OSF team is also
networking with similar groups across the
country and helping to develop a national
model for mobile vaccination programs,
according to Barrows.
“I feel really excited about the project,
because in the past, most of our research
projects are more fundamental,” Wu said.
“For this collaboration with the organization, we can see the immediate impact
once the project is done.”
Barrows said this project is just the
beginning of what will hopefully be a
long-running collaboration with Wu
and Illinois State. Barrows’ team is also
working with Joanna Willett, assistant
director of Mennonite College of Nursing’s
Nursing Simulation Laboratory and an
OSF nurse, on a couple of grants, one of
which involves Dr. Roy Magnuson, associate director of the Creative Technologies
Program and associate professor of music
composition. Magnuson has created virtual
reality tools for music composing and conducting, and now he is being tasked with
creating a virtual simulation that would
address alarm fatigue among nurses.
OSF and Wu have also applied for
National Science Foundation funding for
a project focused on endocrinology and
machine learning.
“We are creating an innovation spike
in Central Illinois,” Barrows said. “This is
really exciting. This will just continue.”
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The

Q&A
with Dr. David Malone
By John Moody

Where the dinosaurs roamed: Professor, son develop intriguing
theory for how prehistoric rocks ended up in Wyoming
Dr. David Malone ’88 is an expert on many
topics, but dinosaurs are not among them.
The Distinguished Professor of Geology’s
academic biography points to his expertise
in structural, sedimentary, and field geology. In other words, he knows an awful
lot about rocks, sand, and the age and
provenance of such things that date back
millions upon millions of years.
“Nobody would call me a dinosaur expert, especially me,” said Malone.
His son Josh is no dinosaur expert

“Plus, we’ve had a field camp capstone for

work put him in the Million Dollar Club in

our geology majors that we’ve been running

2008. He is a fellow of the Geological Society

for 50 years. Over the 29 years I have been

of America, which recognized his field camp

involved, I have had the pleasure of working

with the Exxon-Mobil Field Camp Excel-

with almost 800 students from more than

lence Award.

50 universities. I’ve done a lot of creative

about how a “nice father-son project” has

picked up by The New York Times and other

become an unexpected bonus to a career

international publications. The word dino-

devoted to teaching and scientific inquiry.

saur is what did it.”
Malone, who earned his bachelor’s
degree in geology from Illinois State, has

either. Nevertheless, Josh’s inquisitiveness

been on faculty at his alma mater in the

led the pair to question how some prehistor-

Department of Geography, Geology, and

ic rocks that David found in Wyoming had

the Environment since 1994. He earned his

made their way from Wisconsin a long time

master’s degree and a Ph.D. at the University

ago. The pair concluded dinosaurs brought

of Wisconsin.

them. The Malones published their findings

During his tenure at Illinois State, he

last spring in the geology journal Terra Nova.

has been an associate professor, full profes-

The article garnered national attention, in-

sor, and department chair, and is now Dis-

cluding a writeup in The New York Times.

tinguished Professor. He’s also been named

“I’ve done some really cool stuff, but I’ve

Outstanding University Teacher, Outstanding

mostly gotten interest from other scientists,

College Researcher, and Arts and Sciences

this little realm of specialists,” Malone said.

Distinguished Lecturer. Funding for his
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In the following Q&A, Malone talks

science, hard science, but I’ve never been

You’re a geologist, so how did you get
interested in dinosaurs so late in your career?
By accident. In 2017, my son Josh was an
undergraduate at Augustana (College) and
was interning in the Bighorn Mountains in
Wyoming. He was at a field station at the top
of the mountains working as a camp hand
hired to write social media stories. They were
under 6 feet of snow at the first of June, so
he couldn’t take any photos or write any
stories. He came and stayed with us near
Sheridan and Cody, Wyoming, for a couple of
weeks, hanging out with me and my students
in Greybull, Wyoming. It’s one of the field

camps we go to in the Bighorn Basin near

I’m a sand expert. I could put you to

the Bighorn River. I had him come be our

sleep with my lectures, but I can tell you

social media coordinator.

about ancient geographies and when moun-

On the last day of each project I try to

tains wore away. We extended techniques

make myself scarce so students can finish

that we use to determine the provenance of

their work. That’s when I go around and pick

sand to dinosaur mobility. There’s no sedi-

up pretty rocks and fossils to give away as my

mental logic—no explanation or evidence—

calling card to teachers and students. The

for them being washed in by streams.

rocks were gastroliths, which are from dinosaurs’ stomachs. We were collecting them
because all teachers need something that’s
been in the stomach of a dinosaur. And, my
son, like any good student, started grilling
me on where they come from and how I
could be sure that they came from dinosaurs.
I like to see that kind of questioning from all
my students. That was the beginning.

What exactly is a gastrolith?
They’re stones that are smaller than your
fist and found in dinosaur skeletons in
their gastric mills, which are their gizzards.
There are a couple of groups of dinosaurs
that had gastroliths, but these likely came
from the big, cow-like sauropods. They
were plant eaters and would ingest gastroliths deliberately to help them with digestion of leaves that might contain sticks.

What’s the significance of this particular site
in Wyoming?
It’s the Morrison Formation, which is Jurassic in age, meaning it’s 150 million years
old. It’s famous for its dinosaur fossils. You
can even find dinosaur coprolites (fossilized feces) there.

What was unusual about finding these
rocks there?
These were red quartzites, ingested
Precambrian quartzites, that only occur
in a few places in North America. They’re
found midcontinent, which would be the
Baraboo, Wisconsin, area. They can also be
found in Arizona and in smaller amounts
in Montana and Idaho. That means they
came from a long way away.

How is that possible?
I’m not an expert in dinosaur mobility, but
I am an expert in sedimentary provenance
and the ages of sandstones. The way you
solve this problem is to look at the characteristics of the sand grains, particularly the
mineral zircon sand grains.
In geology we need to find clocks—a
uranium lead clock, for instance—to date
something. We can figure out when it crystalized by using the mineral zircon. When a
granite crystalizes, it crystallizes a bunch of
minerals. Lead hates that crystal structure,
and uranium decays the lead over time.
If you can measure the concentrations of
uranium and lead, then you can date it. For
gastroliths, if you measure 50–100 zircons
or more, you can get an array or a spectrum
of ages, kind of like fingerprinting. With the
age spectrum as the fingerprint, the rocks we
were analyzing were all from the Devils Lake
area in Wisconsin. It’s the first time anyone
used this provenance technique to do something like this.

How do you explain how these rocks ended
up in Wyoming 1,000 miles from southern
Wisconsin?
The hypothesis being that they walked
there in the belly of the beast.

Did you have expert help?
We did consult with other experts. We
don’t have a dinosaur expert on faculty
at ISU, but the late Lauren Brown (Illinois State professor emeritus and expert
in vertebrate zoology) helped us from
the biology side and from the ecology of

reptiles. Lauren said that dinosaurs could
have made that trip in a month or so walking a couple of miles per hour, and they
were following a river route and had food
and water. He said they might have died,
rotted, and floated down the river, but they
carried gastroliths at some point.
Lauren was essential and had a lot of
weekend chats with Josh to help. He was
very generous, and he didn’t get to see this
published.

Does the work have skeptics?
I’ll be interested to see how the next generation is going to use this, and I expect
they’ll be critical. A lot of paleontologists
don’t think these are gastroliths. Sedimentologically, however, all the evidence points
away from their theory.

This generated a lot of media notoriety,
what was that like?
First, it’s important to note that this was
my son’s research. I helped him with data
gathering and analysis, but this was done
for his senior inquiry project. I remember
getting off the phone after getting a call from
The New York Times and saying, “That was
The New York Times … The New York Times,
really?’” One of our colleagues on the project
was contacted not only by The New York Times
but also by the Smithsonian.

Did this experience make a lasting impact
on your son?
Well, yes, it did. Josh is now in a Ph.D.
program at the University of Texas in geological sciences. He started out undergrad
in landscape architecture and communications, and he’s a great photographer
so he was a social media manager for the
football team at Augustana. The turning
point was spending that time with us at
camp watching what our students do. So
he dropped his original plans and double
majored in geology and geography.
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Studentresearch

Rochele Gloor serves as a graduate assistant with
University Galleries while pursuing a master’s
degree in creative technologies.

International graduate student perseveres, explores future of art
By John Twork
Alone in the typically bustling, but now,
eerily quiet city center of Porto Alegre,
Brazil, Illinois State University graduate
student Rochele Gloor hurried past shuttered storefronts carrying a fresh supply of
surgical masks—and iridescent fabric.
It was March 2021, and most businesses
were closed amid another surge in coronavirus (COVID-19) infections and deaths across
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Brazil. Gloor, however, was continuing her

for an upcoming documentary episode.

work as art director and costume designer

Gloor also stopped in a nearby pharmacy to

for a five-part television documentary titled

purchase masks for herself and beauty prod-

Tramas da Moda (FashionNet), about the

ucts for the documentary’s models.

storied history of fashion in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul.
Gloor’s trip to the city center for ”essentials” included ducking under a partially-opened steel roll-up door to pick up fabric

Without a makeup artist or seamstress
available, the documentary’s filmmaker
turned to Gloor, one of three remaining
members of the pared-down technical crew.
“They relied on me because I have good

and sequins from a local shop owner; the

taste and I know how to be flexible and to

materials would be used to create a blouse

think about how to solve problems quickly

and with beauty,” Gloor quipped. She fit the
iridescent blouse using clothes pins while
also applying makeup to the model wearing

“Being part of an academic field now—I consider myself lucky
to be able to explore all these things that are happening now.”

the makeshift garment.
Gloor shared her experience a week lat-

“It was necessary that I started even

Additionally, through a Friends of the

er via Zoom with classmates, most of whom

to show that, ‘Yes, I am really interested in

Arts grant, Gloor is exploring zero waste

were more than 5,000 miles away, enrolled in

doing this,’” Gloor said. “As it turned out,

fashion in a virtual artistic environment

Illinois State’s creative technologies grad-

I was learning so many new things. And, I

utilizing Clo3D, a software program that en-

uate program. Nearly a year earlier, Gloor

was meeting people, doing group projects. It

ables designers to create virtual, true-to life

had been admitted to graduate school and

was amazing. And all my professors were so

3D garment visualization.

accepted a graduate assistantship with Uni-

helpful.”

versity Galleries following a video interview

Gloor managed to balance her first se-

By comparison to traditional garment
development, Gloor said simulation technol-

with Director and Chief Curator Kendra

mester of online grad school at Illinois State

ogy such as Clo3D “can diminish lead times,

Paitz, MBA ’06, M.A. ’11.

with work on the Brazilian fashion docu-

reduce waste, and cut costs.” Additionally,

mentary series. Then, in July, Gloor finally

Gloor sees artistic applications for garment

boarded a plane for the U.S.

simulation software, such as digitally dress-

“It was right at the beginning of the
pandemic. It was the first interview I had to
conduct by Zoom,” Paitz recalled. “And it was

ing social media influencers or designing

the moment where we had our first grocery

outfits for video game characters.

delivery of the pandemic coming and my

“Digital creation has no limits for artistic

phone kept lighting up.”

ideas,” Gloor said. “You can do whatever you

Technological distractions aside, it

have in your mind.”

became clear to Paitz that Gloor was a strong

Gloor believes there is an intrinsic re-

candidate. Gloor had eight years of experi-

lationship between humans and nature, and

ence working with prominent designers in

now, technology. She plans to marry technol-

the New York City fashion industry before

ogy, humanity, and art through an upcoming

returning to Brazil where she founded a sus-

independent study with Associate Director

tainable clothing line, RGLOOR, in 2016.

of Creative Technologies Dr. Roy Magnuson

As a fashion designer and digital artist,
Gloor sought to pursue a master’s de-

Rochele Gloor being interviewed for the documentary
series Tramas da Moda.

gree in a related field. She became aware

Rodrigues, a prospective music conducting
master’s student.

reality meditation room that incorporates
graphics, colors, and sound design.

of Illinois State’s Creative Technologies
Program through her boyfriend, Guilherme

’05 focused on development of a virtual

“I want to expand the aesthetics of
“When I arrived, it was a real relief,”
Gloor recalled.
In Normal, Gloor began her graduate

meditation,” Gloor said. “I want to create this
amazing thing for people to be immersed
and try to really improve their lives.”

With classes scheduled to begin in fall

assistantship with duties including graphic

2020, Gloor packed her bags. But, just days

design projects, event and exhibition setup,

ance in the face of unexpected challenges,

before her scheduled departure, Gloor re-

assisting with transitioning to a new digital

also sees unprecedented opportunities at

ceived word that—due to pandemic-related

database, helping create an interactive map

this moment in time—for herself, and for

travel restrictions—she couldn’t leave.

of campus artwork, and interacting with

humankind.

Forced to defer her enrollment until
spring, Gloor once again attempted to travel
to campus; but, again, her efforts were in
vain. Frustrated, but refusing to accept de-

visitors.
“She has become such an integral member of the team already,” Paitz said.
Paitz and Gloor hope to collaborate on

Gloor, who has demonstrated persever-

“It’s been difficult to live, in a certain
way, but at the same time, we are living
during a very interesting era of many
innovations. Being part of an academic

feat, Gloor opted to begin graduate courses

a project to increase virtual experiences re-

field now—I consider myself lucky to be

online from Brazil.

lated to the University Galleries’ exhibitions

able to explore all these things that are

and collections.

happening now.”
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Grant helps undergraduate students devote summer to research
By Kevin Bersett

mentor and more experienced graduate

three of the University’s six colleges with

A group of Illinois State student researchers was busy last summer.

students. Hunter held professional devel-

more than half of the students majoring in

opment sessions throughout the summer

the hard sciences such as biology, chemistry,

for the grant recipients where they learned

or physics. Hunter would like to see more

about goal setting and time management,

arts and humanities students participate in

research ethics, and how to communicate

the grant program.

Em Roden spent their summer studying two species of mosquitos collected from
water-filled tree holes in a Central Illinois
forest preserve. Twin brothers Faeq and
Shariq Zaman put in dozens of hours in the

their research to the public.
Last year’s projects originated from

“The program has been really successful, but we want to encourage a greater num-

Science Laboratory Building cloning genes
and studying a flesh-eating disease, respectively. Joe Hoberg tracked how farm pollutants passed through groundwater that flows
into the City of Bloomington’s water supply.
And Catalina Hernandez-Ramos worked on
creating a video game and a children’s book
promoting the importance of conserving a
biodiverse region of Panama.
These researchers were among 18
undergraduate students who received an
Undergraduate Research Support Grant
(URSG), now called the FIREbird (Fund for
Independent Research Experience) grant,
from the Office of Student Research. The
program, which was in its second year, pays
students to focus on their research throughout the less hectic summer months.
“Students during the academic year
don’t have the time to devote to an intense
research experience with a faculty mentor,”
Office of Student Research Director Dr.
Gina Hunter. “This grant allows them to
spend more intensive time with a research
project. It’s a transformative experience for a
lot of students because they can do research
that will lead them to graduate school or into
an internship, or it’ll give them a publication
or two that they can use.”
The students received up to $5,000
they could use as a stipend and to purchase
supplies and equipment. They also got the
opportunity to work closely with a faculty
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Catalina Hernandez-Ramos

“

We’re using a game to help people understand the nature and
the beautiful aesthetics of Panama. This area is a home to endemic
species, and it should be treasured and preserved.

”

ber of more diverse students to apply. And
so we are re-envisioning the program for the
coming year.”
Here is a look at few of the students who
participated in last summer’s grant program:

Catalina Hernandez-Ramos
Last summer, Catalina Hernandez-Ramos created a video game and children’s
book to bring attention to conservation
efforts in a region of southern Panama.
The senior creative technologies major
from Chicago collaborated with Dr. Kristin
Carlson, an associate professor in Illinois
State’s Creative Technologies Program,
and anthropologist Lucy Gill, a Ph.D.
student at the University of California,
Berkeley, as part of a project co-sponsored
by the Center for Civic Engagement.
“It’s about teaching others about conservation and just helping out the community
in Darién, Panama,” Hernandez-Ramos said.
“We’re using a game to help people understand the nature and the beautiful aesthetics
of Panama. This area is a home to endemic
species, and it should be treasured and
preserved.”
Hernandez-Ramos had to learn the 3D
game design software Unity and apply her
knowledge of computer coding to create the
game. She also made a children’s book about
the region’s large wetlands.
She had to be her own boss, learning
to manage her time and set deadlines while
working on a project she is passionate about.
“My main goal is to help children see and
understand that conservation is not only
important in other parts of the world, but
it’s really important in your own backyard
as well,” Hernandez-Ramos said.

Joe Hoberg
Joe Hoberg, a junior geology major from
Elgin, researched under the tutelage of
University Professor of Geology Dr. Eric

Joe Hoberg

Peterson for a project co-sponsored by the
Center for a Sustainable Water Future.
Hoberg traced the underground move-

natural processes that would occur in soils
don’t occur, and nutrients just enter into the
stream. So what we’re interested in doing is

ment of water as part of a larger long-term

redirecting the water back into the soil site.

study that began in 2015. Peterson and his

A diversion box has been installed that col-

student researchers have been working with

lects the tile water and then reintroduces it

the City of Bloomington at a site near one of

into the soil. But we don’t know how fast the

its main water supplies, Evergreen Lake. The

water moves through and how long it stays

group is studying how to reduce the amount

in the soil before entering into the stream.

of farm fertilizer that travels in the ground-

That’s where the tracer test comes into play.

water and into bodies of water that feed into

Joe’s component is a critical point of the

the lake and end up further downstream in

work. His work allows us to gain an under-

the Gulf of Mexico.

standing of how long it resides in the soil,

“Normally this water infiltrates through
the ground, gets collected in what are
called tile drains, and they’re essentially an

and how the processes with the soil remove
those nutrients.”
Hoberg presented his research at The

underground sewer system that takes it right

Geological Society of America’s conference

to a stream,” Peterson said. “So any of the

last fall. He said he has learned a lot doing
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research works. Roden collected the native
and invasive mosquitos at Merwin Nature
Preserve, north of Normal, and then brought
them to the laboratory to dissect and examine them to test the hypothesis that the
invasive mosquito alters the relationship
between the native mosquito and one of its
parasites. The researchers explained that the
competition from the invader may alter the
native mosquito’s ability to support the parasite; alternatively, the invader may consume
and remove the parasites from the water,
diluting parasitism of the native. Roden
planned to analyze their data and create a
research presentation.
Roden said the research has prepared
them for their career aspiration, which is to
Em Roden

work for an organization that restores native

this research, like how to calculate parame-

which can get interrupted when an invasive

ters for hydrogeology studies, how to manage

species is introduced into a new environ-

his time, and how to deal with mistakes that

ment. More specifically, Roden investigated

will inevitably happen.

the impact the invasive mosquito species

“This has just been extraordinary,”
Hoberg said. “I’ve learned so much in the
past six to seven weeks. It was really tough.
There’s a lot of little things that you don’t
know about research until you do it.”

tionship between parasites and their hosts,

“

critically think through it, analyze it, and
periment is really helping me with that. It’s

to their interest in ecology and insects.

reinforcing the knowledge that I learned in

“When I was younger, I didn’t under-

school and building on it, and I think that

stand how vastly complicated and interinsect going extinct could have had huge

take that knowledge that I’ve learned and
use it,” Roden said. “And this research ex-

Roden was drawn to the research due

Em Roden loves bugs. The senior biology
major and environmental studies minor
from Princeton, Illinois, spent a lot time
with them, specifically two species of mosquitos, as part of a research project with
Distinguished Professor of Ecology Dr.
Steven Juliano.
Roden examined the evolutionary rela-

memorize. What is more useful is that I can

quito Aedes triseriatus and a local parasite.

connected nature was. (For example) a little

“Students tend to get caught up in
the amount of things they know and can

Aedes albopictus is having on the native mos-

Em Roden

prairie in the Midwest.

will make me both a better graduate student
and a better researcher and conservationist
because there’s such a difference between

effects on the entire environment,” Roden

learning that biological knowledge and actu-

said. “And that’s what I’m studying here.

ally using it.”

I’m studying population ecology, and I’m
interested in insects as well. But I’ve always

Faeq and Shariq Zaman

thought bugs were really interesting. I’ve
described it before as, I can’t research aliens,
so insects are the closest thing I can get.”
Juliano has helped Roden learn how

Illinois State sophomores Faeq and Shariq
Zaman have a lot in common. The twin
brothers from Normal both chose to follow in the footsteps of their brother Mo-

And that’s what I’m studying here. I’m studying population ecology, and I’m interested in insects as well.
But I’ve always thought bugs were really interesting. I’ve described it before as, I can’t research aliens, so
insects are the closest thing I can get.
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Shariq and Faeq Zaman

hammed Zaman ’19 by studying at Illinois
State. They both major in biochemistry,
minor in biomedical sciences, and want to
attend medical school one day. They also
love scientific research and have been doing it since they left high school through
the Honors Program.
Last summer they shared space in the
Science Laboratory Building where—and
this is where their paths diverged—they
worked on separate research projects.
Faeq spent his time studying an enzyme from the thermophilic organism S.
islandicus thought to be critical in the biological pathway that forms cell membranes
for a research project with Biochemistry
Professor Dr. Jon Friesen. In order to obtain the protein, Faeq used laboratory safe
strains of the bacteria E. coli as vehicles
to clone the gene from S. islandicus that
encodes for the enzyme and reproduces
the protein. Faeq then isolated the protein

from E. coli and is now performing several
enzyme assays to learn what action the
protein carries out and under which conditions it works best.
Shariq worked with Biochemistry
Professor Dr. Marjorie Jones and Assistant
Professor of Organic Chemistry Dr. Jonathan Mills on a project concerning the
structure-activity relationship of a unique
group of organic compounds within the
family of alkylphenols. Shariq’s research is
on Leishmaniasis, a parasitic disease spread
by sandflies that can damage internal
organs and cause flesh-eating infections
in humans. Shariq is testing whether Dr.
Mills’ synthesized organic compounds,
which have been effective against staph infections caused by MRSA, can also inhibit
the Leishmania parasites in humans.
“With this grant, we’ve been able to
apply what we learned in the classroom in
a real-world setting,” Shariq said. “All the

chemistry concepts that we’ve learned in
the past year, including general chemistry and some basic biochemistry, actually
come into use as we analyze our data and
results in the lab. I found that very beneficial for our development.”
Faeq said the grant has helped him
get a lot one-on-one mentoring but also
has allowed him to learn how to work
independently.
“You got to learn to be proactive and
ask your own questions. You choose your
variables, make your data table, and perform the experiment the way you want it
to be run,” Faeq said. “In the beginning,
I got a lot of guidance from Dr. Friesen,
but now it’s like, ‘Hey I taught you how
to do it, now you have to do it yourself
and see if that solves the problem you are
working on.’”

Learn about research opportunities and make a gift to support student research at StudentResearch.IllinoisState.edu.
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Office of the Associate Vice President
for Research and Graduate Studies
Campus Box 4000
Normal, IL 61790-4000

Dr. David Malone holds a gastrolith, a
stone ingested by dinosaurs to help with
digestion. A journal article by Malone
and son Josh investigating how these
“pretty rocks” traveled hundreds of miles
gained national media attention. Read
about their findings on Page 18.

